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Abstract

We use a novel approach to study how citizens structure their political preferences
in ideological space. Specifically, we analyze belief systems in relational terms, modeling
citizens’ patterns of policy disagreements using nonmetric multidimensional scaling. The
results support the proposition that a basic ideological space (consisting of a small number
of interwoven policy domains) anchors the policy component of mass voting behavior. We
show that voters—especially those meeting a minimum threshold of political sophistica-
tion—neither lack meaningful attitudes nor hold distinct preferences across a wide range of
issues. Rather, they organize policy attitudes alongside relevant core values and affective
evaluations in a common, low-dimensional cognitive space. A unidimensional approxima-
tion of these belief structures often exhausts the explanatory power of vote choice models,
though our approach can also detect dimensions that may be relevant for certain voters or
have the potential to evolve into meaningful cleavages.
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For the real environment is altogether too big, too complex, and too fleeting for
direct acquaintance. We are not equipped to deal with so much subtlety, so much
variety, so many permutations and combinations. And although we have to act in
that environment, we have to reconstruct it on a simpler model before we can
manage with it. To traverse the world men must have maps of the world.

Walter Lippmann (1922, p. 16)

1 Introduction

V.O. Key (1966, p. 8) famously characterized the analysis of public opinion as a “task not unlike

coming to grips with the Holy Ghost.” Less colorfully, Philip Converse (1964, p. 206) wrote that

“[b]elief systems have never surrendered easily to empirical study or quantification.” Despite the

challenges, the importance of understanding, explaining, and interpreting political behavior has

kept scholarly interest in nature of public opinion alive for decades.

In this paper, we focus on the dimensional structure of public opinion. Ultimately, the health

of mass-elite representative linkages hinges on citizens’ ability to navigate the low-dimensional

political choice space organized by elite actors. In this view—articulated in the “basic space” the-

ory of ideology (Hinich and Munger, 1994)—democratic accountability requires ideology because

it provides a realistic means by which voters can organize political information, reach decisions

in line with their underlying preferences, and ultimately hold elites accountable (e.g., Sniderman,

2017; Lupton, Smallpage and Enders, 2020).

However, recent work has challenged the ability of citizens to structure their political prefer-

ences in a basic ideological space on dual fronts. One side reasserts the “ideological innocence”

thesis, contending that voters’ belief systems (to the extent they can be characterized as “sys-

tems”) remain at most weakly ideological (Achen and Bartels, 2016; Kinder and Kalmoe, 2017;

Lenz, 2012). According to this view, contemporary polarization has reshaped other aspects of

mass political behavior (such as partisan voting and affective evaluations of the out-party), but

voters remain generally non-ideological and continue to hold nonattitudes on most policy matters.

Conversely, others are more optimistic about the existence of meaningful policy attitudes in the
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mass electorate, but argue that these attitudes are not connected to each other (i.e., constrained)

by a larger ideological web. The disjoint issue perspective has been implicitly assumed in many

past studies of issue voting over past decades (Lewis-Beck et al., 2008), but Broockman (2016)

makes an explicit case in its favor. He finds a non-negligible proportion of voters who take

extreme and ideologically inconsistent stances on specific policy issues (for example, voters who

favor outlawing the sales of all firearms and cutting all government spending on health care). If

this is the case, unidimensional or domain-specific ideological measure are not valid measurement

instruments since they run the risk of canceling out such differences and mistaking these voters

as moderates.

The contributions of this paper derive from our use of a novel approach to measure the di-

mensionality of mass preferences. We incorporate Broockman’s (2016) insight that most existing

unidimensional scaling methods (whether simple additive scales or more sophisticated IRT-based

models) conflate respondents who hold moderate views with those whose opinions include ex-

treme liberal and conservative preferences across issues. Accordingly, we employ an approach

that organizes traditional survey response data in the form of a respondent-by-respondent “dis-

agreement matrix.” We then use nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) (Borg and Groenen,

2010) to estimate a geometric configuration of respondents in which the distances between voters

are proportional to their observed level of policy disagreement. Critically, this method is agnostic

as to the sources of citizens’ policy disagreements. Voters may differ along a single ideologi-

cal dimension, a small number of policy domains (e.g., economic, social/cultural, etc.), or on an

issue-by-issue basis. We evaluate the validity of the estimated dimensions by using them to model

presidential vote choice and considering their relationship to core values and affective evaluations.

The paper’s most important contributions are two-fold. From a substantive perspective,

the results provide strong evidence that a low-dimensional ideological basic space structures the

expanse of voters’ specific policy attitudes and, in particular, their voting decisions. This is most

pronounced for the politically sophisticated, but not to the exclusion of less politically sophisticated

voters. This result is also consistent with work demonstrating that American voters operate within
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increasingly interconnected belief networks of policy attitudes, cultural orientations, and social

identities (DellaPosta, 2020). These associations tend to reinforce each other, offering citizens

multiple pathways to ideological constraint since they are all situated within the same basic space.

The paper’s findings also have important methodological implications concerning the measure-

ment of mass political attitudes. We advocate a “basic space” measurement of policy preferences

that reflects the mapping of multiple issues into a lower-dimensional space of domain-specific

preferences. Because the economic and social/cultural domains are so tightly intertwined in

contemporary American public opinion, a unidimensional measure of ideology will be a good

approximation to both latent dimensions. However, these dimension remains conceptually dis-

tinct and empirically recoverable, and future work should explore how these distinctions may be

relevant for certain subsets of voters and in specific electoral contexts.

2 Theory and Background

We begin by describing how we employ a number of concepts in this paper. We refer to policy

preferences as the most specific form of preferences. In the context of survey questions, it is often

the case that respondents are asked to agree or disagree with a particular policy statement, or

to select their most preferred option from a range of possibilities. Questions like these are asking

about “policy preferences.”1

Often, surveys include multiple policy preference questions about the same “issue.” For

example, a survey might include a series of questions about abortion designed to assess the

conditions under which people believe the procedure should be legal. Researchers often consider

issues—and the set of policy alternatives within them—as falling within particular “domains.” The

two most common domains are economic (sometimes called social welfare) and social (sometimes

referred to as cultural or moral) (e.g., Layman and Carsey, 2002; Miller and Schofield, 2003; Treier

and Hillygus, 2009; Layman et al., 2010; Feldman and Johnston, 2014). If there are close links

1Respondents’ answers may or may not reveal their preferences, depending on a variety of factors like the
quality of the question, measurement error, etc. We return to the question of measurement below.
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between preferences across issue domains, then we will refer people as having preferences that

are “ideological.”

In our analysis we investigate the dimensionality of preferences. While in theory it is possible

that there are multiple dimensions within issues, our primary concern is with dimensionality across

issues and issue domains. For example, we ask whether there are meaningful differences in the

preferences people hold on different economic issues and whether there are meaningful differences

in the preferences people hold in the economic and social issue domains. That is, how much and

what kind of “constraint” (Converse, 1964) is evident in the preferences voters hold?

One body of research views the public as similar to political elites in that preferences track a

single dimension conforming to the traditional left-right or liberal-conservative ideological contin-

uum. For our purposes, the key finding regarding political elites is that in contemporary American

politics, their preferences exist on a single dimension. For instance, allowing for additional di-

mensions for distinct issues or issue domains adds little if anything to our understanding of the

policy positions endorsed by members of Congress (Poole and Rosenthal, 2007). Likewise, other

political elites—party activists and campaign contributors, in particular—exhibit similar levels of

unidimensional ideological constraint (Jennings, 1992; Layman et al., 2010; Bonica, 2018; Lup-

ton, Myers and Thornton, 2015). In the mass public, a host of researchers find evidence of a

similar, single underlying ideological dimension (Bafumi and Herron, 2010; Jessee, 2012; Shor

and Rogowski, 2018).2

In contrast, other work develops the idea that issue and policy preferences follow from more

general values and beliefs that serve to constrain preferences within issue domains but not across

domains (e.g., Peffley and Hurwitz, 1985; Feldman, 1988; Goren, 2013). As Feldman and John-

ston (2014, p. 339) write, “[C]itizens possess abstract beliefs which constrain specific policy

preferences, but they do not necessarily see a higher-order connection between these political val-

2Stimson (2012; 2015) offers a somewhat weaker view, arguing for “one-plus” dimensions of mass public
opinion in which the two-party system serves to collapse political conflict on all but a handful of new issues into a
unidimensional configuration. “While we can think of economic and cultural domains as clearly separable. . . they
are far from completely distinct in the view of the American electorate. . . [T]he two dimensions are correlated, not
independent” (Stimson, 2012, pp. 29-31).
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ues.” Empirically, a host of studies report results consistent with the view that public opinion is

best understood and represented in multidimensional terms (e.g., Layman and Carsey, 2002; An-

solabehere, Rodden and Snyder, 2008; Treier and Hillygus, 2009; Carmines, Ensley and Wagner,

2012; Klar, 2014; Lupton, Myers and Thornton, 2015).

The final perspective casts doubt on the existence of any meaningful ideological structure

underlying public opinion. This view finds its modern roots in work by theorists such as Walter

Lippmann and Joseph Schumpeter, both of whom questioned whether voters live up to the

democratic ideal of the “omnicompetent citizen” (Bennett, 2006). Converse’s (1964) landmark

essay serves as the empirical genesis and defining text of what remains the highly influential view

(Achen and Bartels, 2016) that most citizens are uninterested and uninformed about politics, lack

consistent views on most policy issues, and do not organize their political attitudes using higher-

order schema—including the liberal-conservative ideological continuum used by political elites. In

the strictest interpretation of the nonattitudes thesis, it makes little sense to discuss dimensional

structure in public opinion. Mass policy preferences are rather like “scattered croutons floating

in the undifferentiated cognitive soup” (Luskin, 1987, p. 860).

Of course, one can take a more qualified view of Converse’s (and subsequent) results and

conclude citizens are capable of holding meaningful policy stances under certain circumstances,

but that these attitudes exist in relative isolation. That is, their policy preferences (on at least

some issues) are genuine but uncorrelated. In this case, public opinion could be modeled in a high

dimensional policy space with each issue constituting its own disjoint dimension. Representing

preferences like these in any ideological space with dimensionality lower than the number of

unique issues has the potential to conflate ideologically mixed extreme preferences with moderate

preferences (Broockman, 2016). Taken to its limit, this perspective could radically change how

we represent policy attitudes in models of voting behavior and representation.
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2.1 Cognition, Political Elites, and the Basic Space Theory

There are persuasive theoretical reasons to expect voters’ policy preferences—more specifically,

the systematic component of their preferences—reduce to a low-dimensional space. The first

derives from a long line of work from psychology and behavioral economics on bounded rationality

(Simon, 1955). Taking account of the complexity of the information environment relative to the

limits of cognitive resources and attention, people adopt economizing heuristic strategies to

manage their decision-making processes (Kahneman, 1973). Extensive work has explored the use

of cues and other heuristic devices, and while the quality and effectiveness of these heuristics are

debatable, it is nonetheless clear they are ubiquitous components of voters’ information processing

and preference formation processes (Lau and Redlawsk, 2006).

For our purposes, the key takeaway from this line of thinking is that all people (includ-

ing the sophisticated, aware, and motivated) simplify the world in order to make sense of it.3

This perspective is empirically bolstered by multidimensional scaling results showing that hu-

man judgments across a wide set of domains can be represented in low-dimensional conceptual

spaces (Gärdenfors, 2000). These include emotions, linguistics, and perceptions of colors, sounds,

shapes, and facial expressions.4 There is also ample evidence that core human values (including

political values) are organized along a small number of dimensions, though there remains dis-

agreement over what the dimensions represent and the precise structure of the space (Rokeach,

1973; Schwartz, 1992; Inglehart, 1997; Jacoby, 2014). The low-dimensional regularity seems to

reflect a fundamental truth about the nature of human cognition, as the basic pattern has been

observed among children and even infants (Bornstein, Kessen and Weiskopf, 1976).

The behavior of political and intellectual elites likely facilitates the process by grouping con-

troversies along a small number of abstract spatial dimensions. Often there is no necessary or

logical connection between many policy positions. However, elites “package” them together and

3Specific to the political world, Brady (2011) argues spatial reasoning provides a natural way to think about
politics since so many of the basic elements of political competition (such as cleavages, platforms, and strategic
maneuvering) are presented and discussed in spatial terms.

4Shepard (1987) provides an overview of relevant work. See also Russell, 1980; Croft and Poole, 2008.
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define “what goes with what” (Converse, 1964; Noel, 2013). To the extent there is diffusion

through the mass public, the political choice space will exist along a small number of abstract

spatial dimensions.5

Basic space theory (Enelow and Hinich, 1982; Hinich and Munger, 1994) unifies both elite

and individual-centered (or top-down/bottom-up) explanations for the existence of ideological

structure in mass policy preferences. The theory posits the existence of two spaces: a complex

“action space” where issues are represented by separate, orthogonal dimensions, and a predictive

“basic space” that maps the action space into a low-dimensional ideological space. Bonica (2018,

p. 832) calls this the “holographic interpretation” of ideology, one in which “issue preferences are

understood as a higher-dimensional representation of information existing in a low-dimensional

ideological space.”

The basic space theory presents ideology as a solution to a coordination problem. Democratic

systems require elites to communicate their policy commitments to voters, and requires the

electorate to hold parties and candidates accountable for those commitments. Political ideologies

greatly reduce the information costs involved in this exchange by representing policy alternatives in

a low-dimensional basic space that captures the broad, abstract goals motivating a set of specific

policy positions. As Hinich and Munger (1994, p. 3) write: “[P]arties organize themselves around

ideologies, not policy positions. Platforms are more than a point in an n-dimensional space; they

become abstract, even ethical, statements of what is good, and why.” Consequently, parties and

candidates are limited in their ability to maneuver freely in the policy space by existing ideological

commitments and latent issue linkages among voters (Schickler, 2016; O’Brian, 2020). Such

movement, when successful, is secular and often accompanied by intellectual or social upheaval

(Carmines and Stimson, 1989; Gerring, 1998; Noel, 2013). The mappings between the two

spaces are stable because elites and voters share an incentive to prevent political competition

from becoming chaotic and unintelligible.

5Ample evidence indicates that citizens also use group identities and an “affective calculus” to learn about
similarities and policy linkages between the components of partisan-ideological coalitions (Brady and Sniderman,
1985; Sniderman, 2017; Goggin, Henderson and Theodoridis, 2019; Orr and Huber, 2020).
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This approach provides the theoretical foundation for ideal point models to account for be-

havior such as congressional roll call voting using only one or two dimensions. In public opinion,

the theory implies that the basic space—not the action space—defines the cognitive map citizens

use to organize political information and make choices. This space should be low-dimensional

and predictive of political behavior, a prediction verified in scaling analyses of feeling thermome-

ter ratings and political perceptions over the last half-century (e.g., Rusk and Weisberg, 1972;

Marcus, Tabb and Sullivan, 1974; Bakker and Poole, 2013).

The central mechanism in the basic space theory is the set of mappings between the action

space (i.e., the observed survey responses) and the basic space (i.e., the latent ideological space).

In reality, these mappings are unobservable “black boxes” unique to each individual (Poole, 2005;

Bonica, 2018). The challenge for scaling analysis is to approximate the mapping patterns in a

parsimonious manner while accounting for the most important sources of heterogeneity. Hence,

despite the temptation to provide a single answer to the dimensionality question, it is more likely

that the number and nature of the dimensions needed to model mass policy preferences varies.

Below, we discuss two conditioning factors: by individual political sophistication and the political

context or environment.6

First, a long line of literature rooted in Converse (1964) and expanded by Stimson (1975),

Zaller (1992), Jacoby (1995), and Freeder, Lenz and Turney (2019) argues for the central im-

portance of political sophistication in influencing the structure and effects of policy preferences.

Generally, citizens with higher levels of political sophistication come closest to (although still

fall short of) political elites in exhibiting horizontal, vertical, and temporal constraint in their

issue attitudes. Others suggest a less consequential role for political sophistication, arguing that

accounting for measurement error (Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder, 2008) or focusing on the

structure-inducing effects of values (Goren, 2013) serves to level the playing field between low

and high sophistication citizens. Still other studies sidestep the issue entirely.

In addition to the role of political sophistication, ideological context plays an important role

6We use the terms awareness, sophistication, and knowledge interchangeably to refer to how much people
know, understand, and are engaged with the political world.
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in structuring citizens’ policy attitudes by defining issue linkages. Specifically, polarized environ-

ments in which political competition is presented in stark, clearly differentiated ideological terms

between the parties promotes the level of attitudinal constraint in the mass public (Pomper,

1972; Nie, Verba and Petrocik, 1979; Layman and Carsey, 2002; Levendusky, 2009). Not only

is constraint bolstered by polarization in familiar terms (i.e., parties’ adoption of distinct, non-

centrist policy positions), but also by the bundling of visible, hotly contested policy and non-policy

conflicts on the political agenda (DellaPosta, 2020).

2.2 Methodological Considerations

Complicating the dimensionality question is the tension in existing research regarding the role

of measurement error. In light of the possibility an individual’s response to a survey question

about public policy reflects at least some random measurement error due to questionnaire design,

wording, or administration, it becomes important to distinguish answers to survey questions (the

indicator variables) from an individual’s actual preferences (the latent variable[s]) (Achen, 1975;

Erikson, 1979; Norpoth and Lodge, 1985; Ansolabehere, Rodden and Snyder, 2008). Given the

dominant view of the survey response that it represents a probabilistic draw from individuals’

underlying attitudinal distributions (Zaller and Feldman, 1992), basic statistical theory and the

theory of errors tell us that with sufficient draws there will be asymptotical convergence on the

truth. This helps to explain the widespread success of summated scales in the social sciences.

However, the proper way to aggregate stated policy preferences—answers to survey ques-

tions—into ideological scales is not obvious and may introduce other problems. For example,

Broockman (2016) explains how some favored techniques—like simple averages across items or

more sophisticated unfolding or item response theory (IRT) models—might erroneously categorize

people toward the center of policy scales, suggesting moderate views, when in fact they hold a

set of extreme views that “cancel out” when reducing high-level multidimensionality to low-level

or even unidimensional scales. Moreover, researchers usually lack firm a priori theoretical footing

about the number and nature of ideological dimensions encapsulated by a set of survey items.
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Questions concerning a particular policy domain may be over or underrepresented in a survey, and

it may be ambiguous as to whether a given issue should be used to construct a domain scale.7

On this point, we note that the popularity of the two-parameter Bayesian IRT model (Martin and

Quinn, 2002) to measure mass ideology has inadvertently stymied research into the multidimen-

sional structure of mass policy preferences. This is not to say that Bayesian IRT methods cannot

estimate multidimensional solutions (e.g., Treier and Hillygus, 2009). But, because identification

is tricky and requires an increasing number of fixed constraints on the subject and/or item pa-

rameters in higher-dimensional configurations, researchers usually opt for a unidimensional result

a priori. This may obscure interesting multidimensional structure in public opinion.

3 Methods and Hypotheses

We use a novel approach that simultaneously addresses both methodological problems—the pres-

ence of ideologically mixed extreme preferences and the indeterminacy of the issue mappings onto

one or more latent ideological dimensions—in measuring the dimensionality of policy conflict in

the mass public. Our approach also provides a method for examining the structure of public

opinion that is consistent with the theory of human perception and judgment presented above.

Specifically, we use multidimensional scaling (MDS) to recover the cognitive maps citizens use

to organize their constellation of policy preferences. MDS procedures produce a geometric rep-

resentation of observed (dis)similarities data. Observations are represented as points, and the

distances between points are proportional to the observed level of dissimilarity between observa-

tions.8 That is, similar observations will be placed in closer proximity while dissimilar observations

will be placed further apart in latent Euclidean space of given dimensionality.

MDS has been used in a wide array of fields (including psychology and psychometry, marketing,

7For instance, environmental policy touches on both economic and cultural/postmaterialist concerns—should
it be included alongside abortion and LGBTQ rights questions when estimating a social/cultural dimension of
ideology? Is immigration a social issue or a racial one? These kinds of questions cannot be answered with simple
averaging. Of course, the same indeterminacy problem exists in factor analysis and is addressed through rotation.

8The observed (dis)similarities are treated cardinally by metric MDS and ordinally by nonmetric MDS.
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and physics) to visualize and measure the underlying structure of a dataset (Borg and Groenen,

2010). The standard example is that of a matrix of driving distances between cities. These data

naturally represent the level of dissimilarity between each pair of cities, and MDS will produce a

two-dimensional “map” (where the dimensions represent geographic North-South and East-West

differences) that makes clear the relative proximity between all of the cities. We can also think

of this process in terms of modeling the data-generating process with use of a latent geometric

space, in which differences along two underlying dimensions (i.e., latitude and longitude) give rise

to the observed dissimilarities between observations.

MDS methods have a long lineage in political science dating back to Weisberg and Rusk

(1970), though never (to our knowledge) using policy preference data.9 In this paper, we use

survey respondents’ answers to a series of policy preference questions to generate an n × n

dissimilarities matrix (called D), where n is the number of respondents. The cell entries (i.e., the

dissimilarities) are the sum of squared differences between each pair of respondents over a series

of q policy questions (with responses scaled to run between 0 and 1).

That is, the entries of D are calculated as:

di,i′ =

q∑
j=1

(pij − pi′j)
2 (1)

where pij is the stated preference of respondent i on item j and pi′j is the stated preference

of respondent i′ on item j.

By explicitly arranging and analyzing the data in terms of the degree to which respondents

disagree over policy matters, we bypass the problem of extreme responses canceling each other

out. Consider two respondents, one of whom provides the most liberal response on one question

(a 1 on a 7-point scale) and the most conservative on the other (a 7 on a 7-point scale) while

the other is the opposite, providing the most conservative response on the first (a 7) and the

most liberal response (a 1) on the second. Methods that average across responses would place

9See Poole, 2008 for a review.
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both individuals at the same position, in the middle of the underlying dimension as apparent

“moderates.” In contrast, with MDS, the entry in D will indicate maximum disagreement and

the method will attempt to place maximum distance between the two respondents in latent space.

Another strength of MDS is that it is agnostic about the specific item-dimension mappings.

Its only objective is to capture the largest sources of variance in the observed dissimilarities data.

The estimation process usually proceeds by estimating configurations in 1, 2, . . . , S dimensions

and selecting an s-dimensional solution that balances model parsimony and explanatory power.

For MDS models, fit is usually assessed in terms of stress: a badness-of-fit measure of which

higher values correspond to ill-fitting point configurations. Overall stress provides information

about the number of dimensions needed to capture how citizens disagree about policy, and we

can also calculate how much each respondent contributes to overall stress. These stress-per-point

values provide a measure of how well each respondent fits into the ideological space (i.e., how well

their configuration of policy disagreements can be geometrically represented in an S-dimensional

abstract space).

Arranging issue scale responses in this particular format offers a final advantage. By explicitly

representing these data in terms of inter-respondent differences, we better capture the process

of political competition. That is, opinions are not formed and held in isolation, but rather are

the product of an process in which policy linkages are learned by experience: ongoing evaluations

of the political world in terms of similarity and dissimilarity (Sniderman, 2017). By fitting an

MDS model to citizens’ patterns of disagreements, we more directly test Hinich and Munger’s

characterization of the basic space in capturing “[s]tructural descriptions of political differences

between groups of positions. We have called these groups of positions ideologies, and have

claimed that the groupings result from a similarity in the basic worldview of the adherents of

those ideologies” (Hinich and Munger, 1994, p. 128).

We apply nonmetric (ordinal) MDS to analyze policy disagreement patterns between respon-

dents in three datasets: the 2012 American National Election Study (from which we coded

responses to 80 pre and post-survey issue questions), the Broockman (2016) dataset (with re-
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sponses to 12 seven-point issue scales), and the XXX module of the 2018 Cooperative Congres-

sional Election Study (with 58 pre and post-survey issue questions). The Broockman dataset is

especially valuable to this analysis because it features a novel question format specifically designed

to tap into extreme but unconstrained policy attitudes.

For each dataset, three quantities will be of most interest to us: the estimated respon-

dent point configuration (and the degree to which it aligns with partisan, ideological, and value

cleavages), the dimensionality implied by model fit (i.e., overall stress), and how well each re-

spondent fits into the latent space (i.e., stress-per-point values). We use a technique known as

property vector fitting (PVF) to project external measures (such as core values and ideological

self-placements) onto the respondent configuration and assess their correspondence to the recov-

ered dimensions (Kruskal and Wish, 1978).10 This allows us to better infer the meaning of the

recovered space.

In addition to estimating MDS on the full datasets, we also estimate separate models for

those with low, medium, and high levels of political sophistication; as well as simulated datasets

in which responses are generated under the assumptions of normal (correlated and uncorrelated)

and bimodal utility functions across the q policy items.11 In order to provide a comparable null or

baseline measure of fit, we also perform MDS on permuted versions of the original data. That is,

for each of the three datasets, we randomly shuffle the values within each column. This provides

a null hypothesis (H0) against which to assess the fit of our model (Mair, Borg and Rusch, 2016).

Finally, we perform two series of simulations in which multidimensional scaling is applied

to the policy item disagreement matrices in both datasets to estimate respondent scores on a

reduced number of basic space dimensions.12 In the first set of simulations, we vary the number

of dimensions estimated from 1 to 8, using all 80 issue questions in the 2012 ANES, the 12 seven-

10PVF uses linear regression to estimate the normal vector of an external variable by regressing it onto the
S-dimensional MDS coordinates and storing the β coefficients. The vector coordinate on the sth dimension is
calculated as: βs√∑S

s=1 β2
s

.

11Political sophistication is measured using summated scales of political knowledge items; details are provided
in the appendix, pp. 4-12. Details and results for the Monte Carlo simulations are also provided in the appendix,
pp. 13-16.

12In each of 100 trials, we draw with replacement a random set of 500 respondents using survey weights to
determine the probability of selection.
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point issue scales in the Broockman (2016) dataset, and all 58 issue questions in the 2018 CCES.

In the second set of simulations, we vary both the number of items included in the disagreement

matrix as well as the number of dimensions estimated.

Our concern here is how well composite information from the set of policy items—that is,

estimates of respondent positions on the latent ideological dimensions—explain presidential vote

choice. If voters are indeed operating in a reduced ideological space in their decision-making

processes, we should find that only a small number of dimensions are needed to explain citizens’

voting decisions. This set of simulations is designed to test whether it is possible to use a

reduced set of items to estimate those dimensions, which would be the case if the relevant policy

information contained in the responses is largely redundant.

Based on the heuristic strategies and the basic space theory discussed above, our overarching

expectations are that, to the extent we find meaningful structure in citizens’ policy disagreements,

it should be low-dimensional and that these dimensions will be most behaviorally consequential.

Put another way, we do not expect to find evidence of a well-structured high-dimensional space

of political attitudes. Specifically, we test the following hypotheses in the next section:

Hypothesis 1: Multidimensional scaling of the policy dissimilarities data will reveal patterns of

low-dimensional ideological structure in public opinion.

Hypothesis 2: A small number of basic, ideological dimensions (≤ 3) estimated from policy

preference survey responses will be sufficient to model the policy component of presidential vote

choice.

Hypothesis 3: The basic dimensions can be created using only a partial sample of the policy

questions.

Hypothesis 4: The basic dimensions will be correlated with politically relevant external measures

such as core values, affective evaluations, and ideological self-identifications.

Hypothesis 5: Political sophistication will condition the relationship between the low-dimensional

basic space and issue attitudes, vote choice, and external measures, such that voters with higher
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levels of political sophistication exhibit more low-dimensional, constrained, and behaviorally-

consequential ideological structure than voters with lower levels of political sophistication.

These hypotheses flesh out the basic space theory’s central proposition that voters oper-

ate—they hold perceptions, organize preferences, and reach choices—in an ideological basic

space rather than the complex action space. Politically sophisticated voters should have a bet-

ter understanding of the mappings between the two spaces and use this information to more

tighlty constrain their policy disagreements along ideological lines. However, the same basic,

low-dimensional structure should be present across the electorate.

4 Results

We begin by examining the fit statistics (the stress values) for each of the estimated nonmetric

MDS configurations in the three datasets. These values are displayed in the scree plots in

Figure 1. Of course, stress monotonically decreases as we increase the dimensionality of the

estimated configurations. The quantities of greatest interest to us are the location of the “elbow”

(the point at which the inclusion of additional dimension provides only marginal improvement in

model fit) and the difference in stress values between the actual and randomly permuted data.

What is immediately striking from Figure 1 are the similar patterns in model fit across datasets.

In each survey, the MDS configurations of the observed policy disagreement data (both overall

and subsetted by level of political knowledge) have smaller stress values than those estimated

from the randomly permuted versions of the same data. In other words, MDS provides a statis-

tically significant improvement in fit over the null hypothesis that policy disagreements among

citizens exhibit no latent structure. We also find a steady gradation in stress values among voters

based on political knowledge, with low knowledge respondents possessing the highest stress con-

figurations followed by medium and then high knowledge respondents.13 In all three cases, the

13In the appendix (pp. 13-16), we show results from our Monte Carlo experiments that generate issue responses
under different assumptions about voter utility functions and degree of correlation between issues. The MDS
fit statistics for the three observed datasets are most in line with data simulated under the assumption that
respondents possess utility functions that are normally distributed and correlated across issues.
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Figure 1: Scree plots from nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) of the policy
disagreement matrices. Shaded regions show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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elbow occurs at either two or three dimensions, though it is sharpest among respondents with

high levels of political sophistication respondents and becomes flatter as we move to medium

and then low sophistication respondents. Hence, the observed patterns reveal we can charac-

terize voters’ policy disagreements as being organized in low (no more than three-) dimensional

space. High sophistication respondents’ policy differences exhibit the most structure, but even

low sophistication respondents show a significant difference from the permuted data (i.e., the

null).

The recovered low-dimensional point configurations appear to be good fits to the policy

disagreement data, but to what extent do the estimated dimensions reflect ideological and partisan

divisions? That is, do voters organize their policy differences in the same space as they make

other political choices? Figure 2 suggests they do. For each survey, it shows the estimated

two-dimensional MDS configurations of respondents divided by level of political sophistication

and colored by presidential vote choice. Across levels of political sophistication, we see the

first dimension separates Obama/Romney (in the 2012 ANES and 2016 Broockman data) and

Clinton/Trump (in the 2018 CCES data) voters most acutely and that these divisions are sharpest

among politically sophisticated respondents. The second dimension appears to offer minimal

explanatory power in terms of vote choice for any knowledge group.

To further assess the meaning of the estimated MDS configurations of voter positions, we

use property vector fitting (PVF) to analyze the mapping of several external political variables.

These items were not used to construct the policy disagreement matrices, but PVF allows us to

project them into the same space via linear regression (details provided in Section 3). Hence, we

can assess not only the orientation of the external measures but also their fit in the space via

R2 values (i.e., how well voters’ MDS scores predict their responses to other survey items). The

direction simply indicates whether the measure is positive or negatively related to MDS scores

(for instance, thermometers ratings of left and right-wing stimuli will presumably have different

signs).

Specifically, we use PVF to project three types of responses—those to core value questions and
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Figure 2: Respondent coordinates from nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) of
policy disagreement matrices.
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feeling thermometer ratings (from the 2012 ANES) and overall and domain-specific ideological

self-placements (from the 2018 CCES)—into their respective two-dimensional MDS configura-

tions in Figure 3. If the recovered ideological scores reflect underlying and meaningful attitudes

(rather than simply serving as useful summary measures of overall policy dispositions), they

should exhibit a strong association with value structures, affective evaluations, and ideological

self-identifications. Indeed, core values—as universal and central components of human behav-

ior—serve as a crucial “bottom-up” constraining mechanism in the basic space theory, and provide

a further test of the veracity of our theoretical framework.14 As before, we subset respondents

into three political knowledge levels to illustrate the conditioning role of political sophistication.

The results in Figure 3 demonstrate that the forces structuring citizens’ policy disagreements are

closely connected to particular value, affective, and ideological dispositions. Moreover, these rela-

tionships are strongest among respondents with higher levels of political knowledge. The results

also provide evidence the second dimension is not simply fitting noise in the data, but rather taps

into distinctions between clusters of substantively similar political controversies and tradeoffs.

Moral traditionalism and economic egalitarianism have similar projections in the MDS space

for all three knowledge groups, but exhibit a poor fit among low knowledge respondents (R2 values

of 0.12 and 0.16, respectively) and a much stronger fit among high knowledge respondents (R2

values of 0.64 and 0.63).15 The gap between the moral traditionalism and egalitarianism vectors

in Figure 3 indicates these two value batteries are tapping into distinct (though correlated) sources

of citizens’ policy disagreements. A 90◦ right angle indicates complete orthogonality, with angles

closer to 0◦ denoting a stronger positive relationship between the concept mappings.16 In this case,

the angle between the moral traditionalism and egalitarianism vectors is 27◦ for low knowledge

respondents, 54◦ for middle knowledge respondents, and 61◦ for high knowledge respondents.

It is important to note this does not mean moral traditionalism and economic egalitarianism

14We create standard indices of moral traditionalism (4 items, α = 0.70), egalitarianism (6 items, Cronbach’s
α = 0.78), and authoritarianism (4 items, α = 0.61) for the core value scales. The domain-specific ideological
self-placements were developed in Klar (2014). Additional details and question wording provided in the appendix,
pp. 4-12.

15Authoritarian dispositions map poorly into the MDS configuration across knowledge groups.
16Angles greater than 90◦ indicate a negative relationship.
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Figure 3: Property vector mappings of external core values, group feeling thermometer
ratings, and alternate ideological measures onto nonmetric multidimensional scaling
(MDS) configurations (by political knowledge). R2 values and vector directions in
parentheses.
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are less intertwined among sophisticated voters—indeed, the correlation between the two value

indices increases (from 0.14 to 0.32 to 0.60) as we move from the low to high political knowledge

tertiles. Rather, sophisticated voters appear to have more meaningful multidimensional political

attitude structures, ones which draw from two distinct (but correlated) value dispositions. That

is, the mappings between the value and policy-based spaces are both stronger and somewhat more

elaborate for politically knowledgeable voters, even though these spaces remain low-dimensional.

The middle and bottom panels of Figure 3 show the projections of the group feeling ther-

mometer ratings (from the 2012 ANES) and the ideological self-placement scales (from the 2018

CCES). We again find extremely weak relationships among respondents in the lowest tertile of

political knowledge, with no R2 value exceeding 0.22. However, the fit of the external measures

onto policy-based configurations improves substantially once we move to moderately and highly

politically sophisticated voters.

We also find that the substantively similar stimuli (e.g., moral traditionalism, thermometer

ratings of Christian fundamentalists, and social ideology self-placements) have similar projections

in the policy disagreement space. Accordingly, we also find similar gaps between the mappings

of economic and social stimuli such as Christian fundamentalists/labor unions in the 2012 ANES

and social/economic ideological self-placements in the 2018 CCES.17 We interpret these patterns

as validating that our MDS-based approach is recovering meaningful and consistent attitudinal

dimensions underlying citizens’ patterns of policy disagreements.

As another test of the ideological content of the estimated MDS scores, we calculate the

proportion of each respondent’s policy choices that are left or right wing (as well as extreme

left or extreme right, defined as the choices at the endpoints of the issue scales). We then use

semi-parametric smoothers to plot the relationship between the first dimension MDS scores and

the estimated proportions of responses of each ideological type in Figure 4. We split respondents

17It is worth noting the difference in how affective evaluations of “conservatives” and “liberals” map onto the
space. This, in part, captures the phenomenon of “conflicted conservatives”: voters who are symbolically but
not operationally conservative (Ellis and Stimson, 2012). That is, attitudes about conservatism as a symbol map
into the northeast quadrant of the MDS configuration, while attitudes about specific social welfare programs tend
to map into the southeast quadrant. Hence, conflicted conservatives are concentrated among respondents with
positive second dimension scores.
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into three terciles based on their stress-per-point (SPP) scores that represent each respondent’s

contribution to the total stress of the MDS configuration. Hence, low SPP values indicate that

a respondent’s observed pattern of policy disagreements is a better fit to the estimated low-

dimensional space, while a high SPP indicates it is difficult to position the respondent.

Figure 4: Ideological direction and extremity of respondents’ policy preferences by
first dimension MDS scores. Stress per point (SPP) values indicate each respondent’s
contribution to the total stress of the configuration from low (indicating a good fit)
to high (indicating a poor fit).
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Our theory predicts there will be monotonically increasing (decreasing) relationships between

the first dimension MDS scores and the proportion of right/extreme right (left/extreme left)

responses. This pattern should be strongest among low stress respondents (whose patterns of
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policy disagreements are a better fit to an ideological basic space) than high stress respondents.

This is precisely what Figure 4 shows. In all three datasets, those at the left and rightmost

edges of the first dimension have the highest proportions of left/extreme left and right/extreme

right policy responses. Especially among low SPP respondents, the expected proportion of left

(right) responses is close to 1 for those with the lowest (highest) first dimension MDS scores.

Further, the expected proportion of extreme left/right responses quickly drops moving away from

the corresponding ideological pole. Respondents with low and, to a lesser extent, middle SPP

scores who are placed in the center of the space are what we think they are: moderates. There is

very little evidence that many of these respondents hold a mix of ideologically competing extreme

positions. The expected proportion of extreme responses (both left and right) by respondents in

the center of the space is indeed higher among those with high SPP values, suggesting that SPP

values can serve as a filter for these kinds of voters.18

As a final test of our theoretical expectations, we next perform two sets of tests using non-

metric MDS to extract latent ideological dimensions and use the MDS scores as predictor variables

in standard models of presidential vote choice. Above, we found an ideological space of two or less

dimensions proved sufficient to model the basic structure of most citizens’ policy disagreements.

In these tests, we consider the possibility that higher dimensions are nonetheless meaningful

drivers of individual voting behavior.

First, we use nonmetric MDS to estimate 1-8 dimensions on policy disagreement matrices

constructed from bootstrapped samples of 500 respondents. We then include the MDS scores

(alongside standard demographic controls; though omitting party identification) to model presi-

dential vote choice, and use the AUC value as our measure of model fit. Here, we are interested

to find the point at which additional dimensions provide only marginal improvement in voting

behavior model fit. The second test uses this same design, but also varies the number of policy

items. That is, we randomly select a subset of issues from the full set of issue questions to

18The correlations between SPP and political knowledge are -0.36 in the 2012 ANES, -0.23 in the 2016
Broockman data, and -0.52 in the 2018 CCES. We expect negative correlations since stress is a badness of fit
measure.
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Figure 5: Presidential vote model fit by dimensionality of nonmetric multidimensional
scaling (MDS) configuration from policy items. Shaded regions show 95% boot-
strapped confidence intervals. Baseline AUC values for controls-only models are: 0.80,
0.70, and 0.77 for the ANES, Broockman, and CCES datasets, respectively.
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Figure 6: Presidential vote model fit by number of policy items used in nonmetric mul-
tidimensional scaling (MDS) configuration. Shaded regions show 95% bootstrapped
confidence intervals. Baseline AUC value for controls-only model is 0.80.
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estimate the MDS dimensions.19 If all or most of the issues are tapping into the same ideological

basic space, then only a fraction should be needed to explain the policy-based component of vote

choice.

The results are displayed in Figures 5-6. Both show a consistent pattern: a single ideological

dimension is nearly sufficient to explain the voting behavior of low and medium sophistication

respondents and entirely sufficient to explain the voting behavior of high sophistication respon-

dents. In no case do more than two or three dimensions meaningfully improve model fit.20 This

19We limit the second test to the 2012 ANES because it has the largest number of items from which to sample.
20We do find a gradual increase in AUC values offered by estimating higher dimensional MDS configuration
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of course does not mean we should expect the inclusion of one or two ideological dimensions

will perfectly predict vote choice—policy considerations are, after all, tangential for many voters.

Rather, our emphasis is on the finding that additional ideological dimensions that extend the

basic space are not capturing variance meaningfully related to voting behavior.

Figure 6 provides further validation for this argument. Here, we find that using only ten

random issue questions is usually adequate to estimate behaviorally consequential ideological

dimensions. The inclusion of additional issues provides the most dramatic improvement in fit

among medium sophistication respondents (low sophistication respondents do not see an increase

because policy attitudes never provide a large improvement in fit over the baseline, while high

sophistication respondents’ choices are virtually perfectly predicted with the inclusion of any policy

information). However, even for moderately knowledgeable voters, the increase is not substantial.

Two-dimensional MDS configurations modestly outperform one-dimensional configurations, while

the improvement provided by a third dimension is marginal. There is a faint indication the

difference in fit between the one and two-dimensional models increases alongside the number

of issue questions selected (presumably, as the samples capture a more diverse set of policy

attitudes). But, as in Figure 5, we find scant evidence for exotic policy influences on vote choice.

5 Discussion

When voters can expertly judge every detail of every stand taken and relate it
directly to their own views of the good society, they are interested only in issues,
not in philosophies. . . Uncertainty alters this whole situation by removing the
voters’ perfect competence at relating every party decision to their own ideologies.
Voters do not know in great detail what the decisions of the government are, and
they cannot find out except at a significant cost. . . Under these conditions, many
a voter finds party ideologies useful because they remove the necessity of his
relating every issue to his own philosophy.

Downs, 1957, p. 98

Downs’ seminal work stands like a monolith in studies of policy voting, but one of its key

among low sophistication respondents in the 2012 ANES and 2018 CCES, though this improvement is marginal
and not statistically significant at conventional levels.
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insights about the role of issues in voters’ political universes has nonetheless gone underappre-

ciated. His spatial model makes clear we should not expect citizens to vote on the basis on

exhaustive, issue-by-issue comparisons. Indeed, as confirmed by countless empirical studies of

public opinion since, we should not even expect voters to hold coherent attitudes on most is-

sues. Rather, the central mechanism of the Downsian model is an ideological dimension that

binds parties to abstract societal goals. This is the space citizens use to understand politics and

evaluate parties and candidates. The basic space theory expanded and formalized this under-

standing of how citizens engage in policy voting. The theory permits multiple (though limited)

ideological dimensions beyond an economic left-right continuum and detailing the influence of

political elites in creating mappings between the policy and ideological spaces. These linkages

are defined and reinforced by political competition in a path dependent process: “the product of

the accumulated experience citizens have with the political system” (Hinich and Munger, 1994,

p. 165). The basic space theory is consistent with accumulated work from behavioral economics

and cognitive science that emphasize humans’ proclivity to store and process information using

heuristic strategies and spatially organized cognitive structures.

In this paper, we have tested the basic space theory with a novel approach based on mul-

tidimensional scaling (MDS). Our methodology specifically considers the way citizens structure

their disagreements about policy matters, and in doing so addresses the important critique of the

now-standard dimensional analyses of policy preferences raised by Broockman (2016) concerning

voters who hold ideologically conflicting, extreme views. This allows us to consider the fault lines

of public opinion in a different light.

Two influential approaches to the dimensionality question—one that rejects the existence

of widespread ideological structure in mass policy preferences, and the other that conceives of

such preferences as positions in high-dimensional space—provide unrealistic models of how voters

navigate the political world. To the extent there is structure to be found in citizens’ policy

disagreements, it consists of a small number of intertwined ideological dimensions. The inclusion
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of more than three latent dimensions provides only trivial improvements in fit.21 Even though the

MDS procedure is entirely agnostic about the source(s) of the underlying disagreements across

issues, we nonetheless recover a clear left-right ideological dimension.

For most of the electorate, a basic ideological space is behaviorally predictive and sufficient

to capture the systematic component of their policy attitudes. This is especially true among

citizens with moderate and high levels of political sophistication. To clarify, we do not mean to

suggest voters’ policy attitudes exhibit perfect or even high levels of ideological constraint, but

rather we simply fail to find patterns that would seriously invalidate the use of aggregate policy

scales. From a methodological perspective, this implies scales and indices are useful measure-

ment tools for the vast majority of citizens. Scaling-based ideological estimates—whether from

factor analysis, IRT models, or simple summated scales—are successful because they combine

insights from measurement theory as well as the basic space theory to derive estimates of voter

positions in a simplified cognitive space. This basic space consists of a small number of correlated

dimensions and it—rather than the complex action space defined by the full universe of policy

conflicts—structures citizens’ issue attitudes, drives the policy component of voting behavior,

and reflects citizens’ basic value and affective dispositions.

Looking forward, there are some important avenues for future research. For one, methods such

as individual differences scaling22 could be used to examine differences in the relative importance

of the entangled ideological dimensions among subgroups of voters. Additionally, Broockman’s

(2016) argument that standard scaling procedures may conflate moderation in locations with

mixed-extreme views does not only apply to the mass public. Given the use of these models for

locating a host of actors—including members of Congress, Supreme Court justices, the President,

and political parties and candidates—a key extension of the work we have done here would be

to employ MDS to analyze these and other politicians. Because MDS allows “ideology” to be

observed without imposing any assumptions that make it more or less likely, it is an extremely

21The results also suggest that individuals of type Broockman (2016) theorizes are not much evident in the
data.

22Also referred to as weighted or three-way multidimensional scaling (Borg and Groenen, 2010, pp. 449-494).
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valuable method for assessing if a host of political institutions and actors are organized in the

way we have come to think they are.
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A.1 Illustration of the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) Method

To demonstrate the utility of MDS in this context, let there be five respondents: A progressive

(P), a conservative(C), a libertarian (L), a moderate (M), and an authoritarian (A; sometimes

referred to as a communitarian). These respondents provide some mix of left (0), right (1), and

centrist (0.5) responses to economic and social policy questions:

Economic Social Average
Resp P 0 0 0
Resp C 1 1 1
Resp L 1 0 0.5
Resp M 0.5 0.5 0.5
Resp A 0 1 0.5

If we average the responses under the assumption that attitudes are organized along a single

ideological dimension, we see the “false moderate” problem identified by Broockman (2016).

Namely, libertarians and authoritarians are placed at the same location on the scale even though

they hold different policy attitudes.

Organizing this data in a symmetric disimilarities matrix (in which cells represent the level of

agreement between each pair of respondents) yields the following:

P C L M A
P 0.0
C 1.0 0.0
L 0.5 0.5 0.0
M 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0
A 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.0

In order to translate the dissimilarities matrix into an MDS configuration, we can first con-

sider the two 1.0 values between C & P and A & L. There respondents will need to be placed a

maximum distance between each other using some arbitrary scale. Then, the distance between

every other pair of respondents will be exactly half of this value. This produces the following

configuration (defined up to a rotation, choice of origin, and scale—in MDS solutions, it is the

2
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set of interpoint distances that must be preserved):

Figure 1: Nonmetric multidimensional scaling configuration.
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We see that we can represent the respondents in two dimensions. One dimension will be

insufficient to reproduce the observed dissimilarities, while three or more will be superfluous.1

Of course, this is a case where we knew beforehand that two dimensions (economic and

social) generated the observed levels of disagreement. In more realistic situations where we do

not know the latent ideological dimensions underlying observed policy disagreements, we estimate

multiple configurations with different numbers of dimensions and determine which solution best

balances the tradeoff between parsimony and fit (i.e., that sufficiently represents the observed

policy disagreements with the smallest number of dimensions).

1Note that in two dimensions, the diagonal distances (e.g., between C & L) will be
√
2 if the interior distances

(e.g., between C & M) are 1. Nonmetric MDS accounts for this by relaxing the interval-level assumption between
observed and reproduced data.
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A.2 Variables from the 2012 American National Election Study

Demographic variables

Weight weight full

Presidential vote presvote2012 x

Party ID pid x

Ideological self-placement libcpre self

Race ID dem raceeth x

Gender gender respondent

Church attendance relig church, relig churchoft

Age dem age r x

Education dem edugroup x

Income incgroup prepost x

Political information (24-item summated scale of correct responses; Cronbach’s α = 0.90)

Liberal-conservative (candidates) pp pk HMajL, pp pk HMinL

Liberal-conservative (parties) pp pk HMajL, pp pk HMinL

Spending-services (candidates) pp pk HMajL, pp pk HMinL

Spending-services (parties) pp polinterest, pp newsint2

Defense spending (candidates) defsppr dpc, defsppr rpc

Defense spending (parties) defsppr dem, inspre dpc

Private health insurance (candidates) inspre dpc, inspre rpc

Private health insurance (parties) inspre dem, inspre rep

Guaranteed jobs (candidates) guarpr dpc, guarpr rpc

Guaranteed jobs (parties) guarpr dem, guarpr rep

Aid to blacks (candidates) aidblack dpc, aidblack rpc

Environment-jobs (candidates) envjob dpc, envjob rpc

Abortion (candidates) abort dpc4, abort rpc4

Abortion (parties) abort dem4, abort rep4

Speaker of the House ofcrec speaker correct

Vice President ofcrec vp correct

UK Prime Minister ofcrec pmuk correct

Supreme Court Chief Justice ofcrec cj correct

House majority party knowl housemaj

Senate majority party knowl senmaj

Which party conservative ptycons cons

Treasury Secretary cses poliinfone

Which party second in House seats cses poliinfthree

UN Secretary-General cses poliinffour

Policy issue attitudes

Health care law health 2010hcr x

Campaign finance (corporations) campfin limcorp
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Campaign finance (ads) campfin banads

Isolationism usworld stay

Government spending-services spsrvpr ssself

Defense spending govtservices

Private health insurance inspre self

Gun control gun control

Guaranteed jobs guarpr self

Immigration policy immig policy

Immigration (citizenship) immig citizen

Immigration (checks) immig checks

Aid to blacks aidblack self

Environment-jobs envjob self

Affirmative action (college) aa uni x

Affirmative action (work) aa work x

Spending (Social Security) fedspend ss

Spending (schools) fedspend schools

Spending (science and tech) fedspend scitech

Spending (crime) fedspend crime

Spending (welfare) fedspend welfare

Spending (children) fedspend child

Spending (poor) fedspend poor

Spending (environment) fedspend enviro

Offshore drilling envir drill

Nuclear power envir nuke

Global warming envir gwarm

Gay rights (discrimination, old) gayrt discstd x

Gay rights (discrimination, new) gayrt discrev x

Gay rights (military, old) gayrt milstd x

Gay rights (military, new) gayrt milrev x

Gay rights (adoption) gayrt adopt

Gay rights (marriage) gayrt marry

Abortion scale (4 point-scale) abortpre 4point

Death penalty penalty favopp x

Budget deficit budget deficit x

Deficit (tax income) budget rdef250k

Deficit (replace Medicare) budget rdefmed

Deficit (corporate tax) budget rdefctax

Deficit (cut military) budget rdefmil

Deficit (cut federal workforce) budget rdefemp

Deficit (cut domestic spending) budget rdefgov

Tax on millionaires milln milltax x

Ensure fair jobs for blacks fairjob opin x

Trade import limits imports limit

Israel support israel support

Immigration (levels) immigpo level
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Immigration (jobs) immigpo jobs

Iran (diplomacy) iran nukdip

Iran (sanctions) iran nuksanct

Iran (bomb) iran nuksite

Iran (invade) iran nukeinvd

Government use of science science use

Abortion (non-fatal health risk) abort health x

Abortion (fatal health risk) abort fatal x

Abortion (incest) abort incest x

Abortion (rape) abort rape x

Abortion (birth defect) abort bd x

Abortion (financial) abort fin x

Abortion (gender selection) abort sex x

Abortion (9 point-scale) abort choice x

Wiretapping (warrant) wiretap warrant

Outsourcing jobs outsource enc x

Invest Social Security ssinv invest x

Marijuana legalization pot legal

Business regulations govrole regbus

TARP tarp favopp x

Working mothers women bond x

Affirmative action (post) aapost hire x

Wiretapping (too far) wiretappo toofar

CSES spending (health) cses exphlth

CSES spending (education) cses expeduc

CSES spending (unemployment) cses expunemp

CSES spending (defense) cses expdef

CSES spending (pensions) cses expss

CSES spending (businesses) cses expbusind

CSES spending (law enforcement) cses exppolc

CSES spending (welfare) cses expwelf

Torture terrorist suspects dhs torture

Income inequality ineqinc ineqreduc

Core values (summated scales)

Moral traditionalism trad adjust, trad lifestyle,
trad tolerant, trad famval

Economic egalitarianism egal equal, egal toofar,
egal bigprob, egal worryless

egal notbigprob, egal fewerprobs

Authoritarianism auth ind, auth cur,
auth obed, auth consid
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Feeling thermometers

Christian fundamentalists ftgr xfund

Labor unions ftgr liberals

Liberals ftgr unions

Conservatives ftgr cons

Illegal immigrants ftcasi illegal
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A.3 Variables from the Broockman (2016) Dataset

Demographic variables

Weight weight

Presidential vote vote choice 2012

Party ID party id

Ideological self-placement personal ideology

Race ID race

Gender gender female

Age age

Education education

Income hh income

Political information (8-item summated scale of correct responses; Cronbach’s α = 0.82)

House majority party knowledge controlhouse

Senate majority party knowledge senatecontrol

Speaker of the House knowledge boehner

Supreme Court Chief Justice knowledge roberts

Franklin Roosevelt party knowledge fdrparty

Industry regulated by Dodd-Frank Act knowledge doddfrank

Length of Senate term knowledge senatorterms

Supermajority for veto overrride knowledge vetooverride

Policy issue attitudes (seven-point scales)

Gun control eq guns

Health insurance eq health

Immigration eq immigration

Taxes eq taxes

Abortion eq abortion

Environmental regulations eq environment

Medicare eq medicare

LGBT rights eq gays

Affirmative action eq affirmativeaction

Labor unions eq unions

Contraception eq contraception

Education eq education

Policy issue attitudes (binary questions)

Medicare spending iq medicare

School vouchers iq vouchers

Medical marijuana iq medicalpot

Income taxes on wealthy iq taxesover250k

Overturn Roe v. Wade iq overturnroe
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Privatize Social Security iq privitsocialsec

Gay marriage iq gaymarriage

Universal health care iq unihealth

Cap medical malpractice lawsuits iq medlawsuits

NAFTA iq nafta

Strong firearm restrictions iq guncontrol

Food stamps for illegal immigrants iq illegalim

Employment Non-Discrimination Act iq enda

Affirmative action (education) iq affaction

United Nations funding iq unfunding

Government funding for arts iq fundarts

Death penalty iq dealthpenalty

Repeal capital gains tax iq repealcapgainstax

EPA regulation of greenhouse gases iq epaprohibit

Birth control mandate iq birthcontrolmandate

Subsidize student loans iq subsidizeloans
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A.4 Variables from the 2018 Cooperative Congressional Election Study

Note: Data is from the XXX module of the 2018 Cooperative Congressional Election Study.

Demographic variables

Weight teamweight

Presidential vote CC18 317

Party ID pid7

Ideological self-placement CC18 334A

Race ID race

Gender gender

Church attendance pew churatd

Age birthyr

Education educ

Income faminc new

Political information (7-item summated scale of correct responses; Cronbach’s α = 0.87)

Liberal-conservative (parties) CC18 334D, CC18 334E

House majority party CC18 309a

Senate majority party CC18 309b

Governor party CurrentGovParty, CC18 310a

Senior senator party CurrentSen1Party, CC18 310b

Junior senator party CurrentSen2Party, CC18 310c

House representative party CurrentHouseParty, CC18 310d

Policy issue attitudes

Gun control (background checks) CC18 320a

Gun control (ban assault rifles) CC18 320c

Gun control (concealed carry) CC18 320d

Abortion (always allow) CC18 321a

Abortion (ban with exceptions) CC18 321b

Abortion (ban after twenty weeks) CC18 321c

Abortion (mandate insurance coverage) CC18 321d

Abortion (federal funding) CC18 321e

Abortion (always illegal) CC18 321f

Immigration (spending border security) CC18 322a

Immigration (DACA) CC18 322b

Immigration (eliminate VISA lottery) CC18 322c new

Immigration (DACA with border wall) CC18 322d new

Immigration (sanctuary cities) CC18 322c

Immigration (criminalize re-entry) CC18 322f

Taxes (cut corporate tax) CC18 325a

Taxes (mortgage interest deduction) CC18 325b

Taxes (state and local tax deduction) CC18 325c
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Taxes (increase standard deduction) CC18 325d

Taxes (tax rate for less than $500k) CC18 325e new

Taxes (tax rate for more than $500k) CC18 325f new

Trump tax bill CC18 326

Health care (Medicare for all) CC18 327a

Health care (Repeal ACA) CC18 327c

Health care (repeal only ACA mandate) CC18 327d

Health care (partially repeal ACA) CC18 327e

Roll call vote (Confirm Gorsuch) CC18 328b

Roll call vote (Russia sanctions) CC18 328d

Roll call vote (North Korea sanctions) CC18 328e

Roll call vote (Confirm Kavanaugh) CC18 328f

Trade (China tariffs) CC18 331a

Trade (steel tariffs some countries) CC18 331b

Trade (steel tariffs all countries) CC18 331c

Executive order (Jerusalem capital) CC18 332a

Executive order (Keystone XL pipeline) CC18 332b

Executive order (withdraw Paris agreement) CC18 332c

Executive order (withdraw TPP) CC18 332e

Collusion between Trump and Russia CC18 335

State vote (raise minimum wage) CC18 414A

State vote (increase taxes on rich) CC18 414B

State vote (increase sales tax) CC18 414C

State vote (eliminate income tax) CC18 414D

State vote (public funds for abortion) CC18 414E

Environment (regulate CO2 emissions) CC18 415a

Environment (lower fuel efficiency standards) CC18 415b

Environment (renewable fuels) CC18 415c

Environment (strengthen EPA enforcement) CC18 415d

Regulation of financial industry CC18 416

Executive order (repeal clean power plant rules) CC18 417 a

Executive order (withdraw Iran treaty) CC18 417 b

Executive order (ban immigrants Muslim countries) CC18 417 c

Executive order (ban transgender persons military) CC18 417 d

Executive order (cut federal regulations) CC18 417 e

Cut state spending (welfare) CC18 426 1

Cut state spending (health care) CC18 426 2

Cut state spending (education) CC18 426 3

Cut state spending (law enforcement) CC18 426 4

Cut state spending (transportation) CC18 426 5

Ideological domain self-placements

Social/cultural ideology XXX312A

Economic ideology XXX312B
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Law and order ideology XXX312C

Ideological domain self-placement question:

“Which point on the scale best describes your political views on these types of is-
sues. . . ”

� “Social issues like abortion and transgender rights?”

� “Economic issues like taxes and health care?”

� “Law and order issues like immigration and policing?”

Response options:

1. Extremely liberal

2. Liberal

3. Slightly liberal

4. Moderate; Middle of the Road

5. Slightly conservative

6. Conservative

7. Extremely conservative

8. Don’t know
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A.5 Monte Carlo Simulations

In order to evaluate the performance of the nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) procedure

in recovering the underlying dimensionality of preferential choice data, we perform three sets of

Monte Carlo simulations. Each set of simulations corresponds to the number of respondents and

issue scales from the empirical datasets used in the main text: 5,914 respondents and 80 issue

scales in the 2012 American National Election Study; 997 respondents and 12 issue scales in the

Broockman (2016) study; and 1,000 respondents and 58 issue scales in the XXX module of the

2018 Cooperative Congressional Election Study.

In each set of simulations, we generate responses to seven-point issue scales using the random

utility model. That is, we assume respondents derive utility from each policy alternative (i.e., the

response options) and select the response option that maximizes their expected utility. Expected

utility values are a function of the distance between the respondent’s ideal point and the response

option on the underlying scale and random error.

More formally, let i index the respondents (i in 1, . . . , N) and j index the issue scales (j in

1, . . . , q). On each issue scale, the respondent ideal points are randomly drawn from the following

distributions:

Binomial utility: xij ∼ Beta(α = 0.5, β = 0.5)

Normal utility (correlated): xij ∼MVN(µ,Σcorr)

Normal utility (uncorrelated): xij ∼MVN(µ,Σuncorr)

where MVN is the multivariate normal distribution, µ is a vector of length q with all components

equal to 0.5 and Σ is a q× q covariance matrix with values of 1 on the main diagonal. To ensure

comparability with the binomial utilitties, the normal utility values are rescaled between 0 and

1. In Σuncorr the off-diagonal elements are equal to 0, and in Σcorr the off-diagonal elements are

drawn from a uniform distribution over the values 0, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6. Hence, issue responses

will exhibit a combination of no, low, moderate, and moderately high correlations with each other
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in this condition.

Let y∗ represent the N×q matrix of the respondent utilities for each issue, which is calculated:

αj ∼ Unif(−0.2, 0.2)

εij ∼ N (0, 1)

y∗ = xij + αj + εij

where αj is an issue-specific bias (intercept) term (which is intended to capture differences in left

and right-wing majority opinions across issues) and εij is a normally distributed respondent and

issue-specific random error term.

Using the y∗ matrix of respondent utilities, we then simulate respondent choices (y, also an

N × q matrix) using evenly spaced cut points:

y =



1 if y∗ ≤ 0.125,

2 if 0.125 < y∗ ≤ 0.275,

3 if 0.275 < y∗ ≤ 0.425,

4 if 0.425 < y∗ ≤ 0.575,

5 if 0.575 < y∗ ≤ 0.725,

6 if 0.725 < y∗ ≤ 0.875,

7 if 0.875 < y∗

We then compute our N × N policy disagreement matrix and estimate nonmetric MDS in

1-10 dimensions, as in the main text. We do the same on permuted versions of the simulated

datasets, and store the stress values from each trial.

The results are presented in Figure 2, which is analagous to Figure 1 in the main text. Indeed,

we add the stress values from the corresponding full datasets in each set of panels for comparison
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purposes. Across the three datasets, we see that responses generated under the assumptions

of bimodal utility and normal (uncorrelated) utility produce stress values that virtually identical

to those from permuted versions of the data. That is, MDS fails to find any meaningful low-

dimensional structure in these cases that would distinguish it from the null.

However, the assumption of normal (correlated) utility produces MDS configurations with

stress values that are significantly lower than those from the permuted version of the data.

Across datasets, these curves also track those from the observed choice data reasonably well.

Our normal (correlated) utility-based simulations somewhat understate the degree of structure

(i.e., exhibit higher stress values) found in the real survey data.

These results provide assurance that the nonmetric MDS procedure can find null results

(produce lower stress values than permuted versions of the data for a given dimensionality) under

certain circumstances. They also indicate that, of the three data-generate processes we tested, the

actual issue scale responses most closely matches that based on the assumption that respondents

possess normally distributed utility functions that exhibit generally modest correlations (ranging

from 0 to 0.6) across specific policies.
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Figure 2: Scree plots from nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) of the simulated
policy disagreement matrices. 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals shown.
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A.6 Regression Models of Ideological Direction and Extremity (Corre-

sponding to Figure 4 in the Main Text)

Table 1: Linear regression models of respondents’ proportion of given policy responses,
by ideological direction and extremity. Respondents pooled, with survey fixed effects
included.

Left Right Extreme Left Extreme Right

(Intercept) 0.397∗ 0.278∗ 0.276∗ 0.182∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
MDS First Dimension −0.354∗ 0.316∗ −0.316∗ 0.259∗

(0.005) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004)
Middle SPP 0.001 0.025∗ 0.017∗ 0.029∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
High SPP 0.019∗ 0.061∗ 0.051∗ 0.074∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Middle Political Knowledge 0.028∗ 0.020∗ 0.026∗ 0.014∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
High Political Knowledge 0.043∗ 0.034∗ 0.041∗ 0.027∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
MDS First Dimension × Middle SPP 0.069∗ −0.053∗ 0.063∗ −0.036∗

(0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
MDS First Dimension × High SPP 0.138∗ −0.143∗ 0.114∗ −0.119∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)
MDS First Dimension × Mid Pol Know 0.003 0.016∗ 0.009 0.009∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004)
MDS First Dimension × High Pol Know −0.014∗ 0.047∗ 0.001 0.040∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004)
Survey (Broockman 2016) 0.057∗ 0.022∗ −0.053∗ −0.058∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Survey (CCES 2018) 0.121∗ 0.096∗ 0.210∗ 0.181∗

(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
N 7911 7911 7911 7911
R2 0.853 0.861 0.817 0.824
adj. R2 0.853 0.861 0.816 0.824
Resid. sd 0.072 0.068 0.078 0.072

SPP = stress per point

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ indicates significance at p < 0.05, two-tailed
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A.7 Additional Results

Figure 1 in the main text presents scree plots showing model fit for all respondents, randomly

permuted versions of the original data, and political knowledge subsets from the three datasets

(the 2012 American National Election Study, the Broockman (2016) Dataset, and the 2018

Cooperative Congressional Election Study). Figure 3 shows the results for randomly permuted

versions of the three knowledge subsets in each dataset.

Figure 3: Scree plots from nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) of the policy
disagreement matrices, by original and randomly permuted versions of the political
knowledge subsets. Shaded regions show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
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Figure 6 in the main text presents results of simulations from the 2012 American National

Election Study. Figure 4 below presents results from comparable simulations from the 2018

Cooperative Congressional Election Study.

Figure 4: Presidential vote model fit by number of policy items used in multidimen-
sional scaling configuration. Shaded regions show 95% bootstrapped confidence inter-
vals.
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A.8 Shepard Diagrams

Figure 5 provides Shepard diagrams for the three datasets analyzed in the main text. Shepard

diagrams plot the observed dissimilarities to the interpoint distances reproduced by the nonmetric

multidimensional scaling method. It provides an additional diagnostic tool to assess goodness-of-

fit. Ideally, the MDS configuration would perfectly reproduce the observed dissimilarities (i.e., we

would see a cardinal line in the Shepard diagrams). More realistically, we should find a monotonic

increasing pattern between the observed dissimilarities and reproduced dissimilarities with a high

correlation between the two quantities.

Figure 5: Shepard diagrams for nonmetric multidimensional scaling configurations.
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